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Universality 
as Inclusive Love

A Key to Understanding the Preferential Option 
for the Poor in Salvatorian Spirituality

by S. Carol Leah Thresher SDS

Introduction

Universality is central to our Salvatorian Charism and Mission.  It is one 
of the essential elements of the founding charism that appears repeatedly 
in the writings of Father Francis Jordan and subsequent Salvatorian 
literature.  Recent editions of the constitutions and mission statements of 
the various branches of the whole Salvatorian Family continue to reinforce 
its importance.1

Traditionally, we have interpreted universality to mean that our mission 
is to all people everywhere in the world, omnibus et ubique, and that we 
are to accomplish this mission through any creative ways or means the 
Spirit of Christ inspires.  In addition it has meant that we receive members 
from all nations and classes, requiring only that they be called by God to 
take up the mission to make known the one true God and Jesus Christ.2  
Thus geographical universality as well as universality of ways, means 
and membership are all part of what it has meant traditionally to be a 
Salvatorian.
Even though over the years we have maintained this sense of our 
universality, I think we need to go deeper to comprehend the fullness of 
its message for us and for our world.  This will help us to understand why 
Father Francis and Mother Mary were so convinced of its importance.  
Father Jordan himself gives us the key to opening the door to greater 
understanding.  He links universality and love.  According to him, both 
of these should be characteristics of a Salvatorian.  Our love “... should 
embrace all people.  This universal love is especially and specifically 
for our Society, which is destined for all peoples.”3  For him, it was not 
enough that our members live and work in may places or be involved in a 
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variety of apostolic activities.  Important as these were to him, they were 
only expressions of that which was at the heart of the mission – love for all 
and the desire that they be led to the fullness of life, salvation.
Father Jordan talked and wrote about universal love.  This was his way 
of expressing what was at the core of his own insatiable desire to bring 
salvation to all.4  It is also what he urged the early members to live and 
integrate into all the areas of their lives.  “Above all, have constant mutual 
love. ...  May everything among you be done in love.”5 “The Society ... will 
extend its apostolate, its unselfish ... love to the people of every land.”6  “A 
Society destined for all people is in debt to all.  Therefore, be all-inclusive 
in your love for peoples of whatever race or nation.”7

Today we need to return to this truest and deepest meaning of our 
Salvatorian universality.  As we make this journey, we will be led to drink 
more deeply from the Scriptures which so permeated Father Jordan’s life 
and the earliest Salvatorian documents.  We will receive special insight and 
energy from the life of Jesus Christ, our only exemplar as Salvatorians.8  
“Let your heart be in Jesus, your treasure.  He will enlighten you and set 
your heart afire with love. ...”9  We will also realize that, more than ever, 
the world needs people who live this kind of love not only in word but 
especially in deed.  In other words, we will discover why God’s Spirit 
continues to call people to the wholehearted living of our Salvatorian 
Charism in all walks of life.

The Meaning of Universal Love

When we talk or write about love, we must remember that we are trying 
to find words for one of the most significant experiences in human life.  
Because of this, each language, each culture and each generation has its 
own way of expressing what it has discovered anew about this eternal truth.  
As we Salvatorians live out our charism, we will do the same thing with 
universal love.  Father Jordan himself used a variety of terms in German 
to fill out its meaning.  Therefore, if the reality is alive within us, we will 
find new ways of talking about his inner foundational dynamic.
I would like to suggest that today, in the English language, the expression 
“inclusive love” uncovers some of the power and depth in Jordan’s original 
thought.  Inclusive love welcomes everyone.  All God’s people and, in 
fact, all God’s creation, have access to our hearts.  We exclude no one, 
nothing.  It is as down-to-earth and practical as the words in Saint Paul’s 
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famous love song in 1 Cor 13.  It is wonderfully creative in its expression 
and self-giving.

Source

God is the wellspring from which this drive for inclusivity flows.  The 
inner life of the Trinity, in whose image we are made, is abundant in 
reciprocal communion.  This bounty reaches out creatively and salvifically 
to all creation, drawing it into an experience of the fullness of life.  No one, 
nothing is outside of God’s love.10  This is the vision of the Reign of God 
that was active in the life of Jesus Christ.11  It is also what Father Jordan 
dreamed would happen as Salvatorians lived out John 17:3 and made 
known the Trinity.12  Mother Mary recognized this intuitively when, after 
her first meeting with Jordan, she poetically exclaimed that the Apostolic 
Teaching Society would “embrace and renew the universe!”13

Biblical Roots

The biblical roots of this understanding of God’s love shed important 
light on our own life experience, especially as members of the Salvatorian 
Family.  In the Hebrew Scriptures, we see the people grow in their grasp 
of who God really is.  The first lesson they learn is that they are loved by 
God in a special way.  They realized that they are a Chosen People.  Many 
wished to stop God’s self-revelation at this point.  However, through the 
prophets and the anawim (the poor), they were challenged to grow in the 
realization that their Yahweh is for everyone.  As such God is the Lord of 
all peoples, the Lord of the universe.14  Second Isaiah (chapters 40-55) and 
Third Isaiah (chapters 56-66) are especially powerful in proclaiming this 
message.
One of the beautiful images used to communicate this is the banquet.  It 
is God who will prepare a special feast of rich food and choice wines 
for everyone.15  All are invited, no one will be excluded because they 
cannot pay or because of their nationality.16  The messianic banquet will 
be a celebration that embraces all peoples as members of God’s family.  
Everyone has a place around the table of our God.  In fact the veil that 
has separated peoples from one another will be destroyed.  We will all 
rejoice with and for each other because death has ended and salvation has 
arrived.17

As a devout Jew, Jesus was very aware of this part of the Scriptures.  In 
fact, according to the gospel of Luke, he uses Isaiah’s words to announce 
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what will happen in his public mission.18  With this, he positions himself 
within the prophetic tradition which proclaimed God’s inclusive love.  Jesus 
underlines this later in his response to the faith of the Roman centurion who 
is a pagan and not a member of the “chosen race.”  “I tell you solemnly, 
nowhere in Israel have I found faith like this.  And I tell you that many 
will come from east and west to take their places with Abraham and Isaac 
and Jacob at the feast in the kingdom of heaven, but the subjects of the 
kingdom will be turned out into the dark, where there will be weeping and 
grinding of teeth.”19  Jesus’ conclusion is shocking to his fellow Jews.  It 
totally contradicts the purity of race which was so central to the post-exilic 
Judaism of Ezra and Nehemiah.20  Jesus is clear: faith, not race, is the only 
requirement for entering and sitting at the common table of Yahweh.
From this, we can see that the universal love of God is truly inclusive.  
Jesus’ public life shows us the consequences of fully accepting and 
incarnating this value in day-to-day life.  As Jesus lives this way, God’s 
Reign happens around him.  He reveals God’s inclusive love as his touch 
heals the sick, even if that means he must break the Purity Code and become 
ritually unclean.  He does not hesitate to eat with sinners, talk in public 
with women or point to Samaritans, pagans and children as examples to be 
followed.  The gospels are packed with these moments of the revelation of 
God’s inclusive love in and through the person of Jesus Christ.
A very interesting thing happens to the image of the banquet in Luke’s 
narration.21  The parable is placed in the text as a response to Jesus’ 
unpleasant experience of legalism during a meal in the home of one of 
the leading Pharisees.  In the parable, invitations are given but people 
refuse to come to the feast.  The invitation then goes out to “the streets and 
alleys of the town” in order to bring in “the poor, the crippled, the blind 
and the lame.”  When there is still more room, the invitation goes even 
further to the “highways and the crossroads” to fill up the table.  Jesus’ 
parable gives us a concrete picture of God’s dream of a common table for 
all people.  The invitation is gratuitous, the response is up to the person.  
Everyone has a place at the table, if they accept the invitation in faith.  The 
fact that the invitation was extended to the marginalized, the very dregs 
of Jewish society and even to the pagans, was offensive to many of the 
Jews who heard this parable.  However, it confirmed Jesus’ commitment 
to universality, to God’s inclusive love.
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Jesus’ Preferential Option For the Poor

When we pray with the gospel accounts of God’s inclusive love revealed 
in Jesus Christ, I think we open ourselves to a clearer understanding of 
what recent theological reflection has called the preferential option for 
the poor.  Jesus came to bring salvation to everyone.  He knew that no 
one was outside of God’s love.  This is why he went out to the edges of 
the acceptable society to welcome those who had been pushed there by 
the rejection and prejudice of the powerful.  This is why he resisted the 
restrictions of the law and defied accepted ritual practice.  Jesus went out 
of his way to welcome everyone.  As he did this, he discovered, as we 
do in our lives, that it was those who knew their need for salvation that 
welcomed him and his message.  The poor who had nowhere else to turn 
flocked to him and opened themselves to his saving action.  Those who 
were full of their own power, knowledge, possessions and righteousness 
felt no need of him.  Their commitments led them away from sitting down 
to the banquet of real life.  So the places at the banquet were filled by a 
motley assortment of people with whom no “pure” Jew would dream of 
sharing a meal.
Because Jesus was grounded in God’s inclusive love, he was able to step 
over the cultural barriers within himself in order to be true to his mission.  
He chose to include those who were excluded by law, custom and practice.  
He opted for God’s motley table companions.  This was the only way he 
could authentically incarnate the Trinitarian life he knew as Son of God.  
To do otherwise would be unfaithful to his own experience.  The only 
ones excluded were those who chose not to come or refused to put on the 
special celebrative robe provided for the feast.22

Salvatorian Inclusive Love

This understanding of the preferential option for the poor gives us new 
insight into its place in Salvatorian spirituality.  In recent years, this phrase 
has been discussed at length in meetings within all the branches and at all 
levels of the Salvatorian Family.  We have incorporated its insights into 
our important documents.23  Unfortunately, the words have at times been a 
source of misunderstanding among us, rather than a new way of speaking  
about our universal love.  Perhaps some of the depth of the feeling involved 
in these discussions is related to our tendency to want to keep universality 
at an external and, I suspect, a more superficial level.
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Love which is truly inclusive is indeed a revolutionary proposal.  It turned 
Jesus’ well-ordered Jewish world upside-down and caused the powerful 
to move against him.  It will do the same in our world.  It is upsetting to 
established order and custom.  It threatens the false security that we human 
beings feel in the small “worlds” that we create and think we are able to 
control.  When we hear people say that Jesus opts for the poor, we are 
afraid that this means that he may exclude us and those we love.  We feel 
threatened.  However, we need to realize that God’s table excludes no one.  
People choose to exclude themselves.  Jesus goes out to the highways and 
the byways and brings in those whom we have excluded from our lives and 
society.  The question is not whether we are invited or not.  It is whether 
we are willing to sit down at table with all God’s sons and daughters.  In 
Jesus’ world that meant that Peter, who never dreamt of eating “unclean 
food,” would sit and eat next to the Roman official who was enjoying 
these same foods.  Nicodemus, who conscientiously avoided heretics and 
public dealings with women, would sit and share experiences with the 
Samaritan woman.  Cured lepers would pass the plate to all.  It was and is 
an unsettling picture.  It is the Reign of God happening around us.
Salvatorian universality will, I believe, come closer to its root meaning as 
we explore the ramifications of inclusive love in our lives.  Father Jordan 
points us in this direction as the needs of our world shout out the same 
message.  In his conferences to the motherhouse community, we find many 
references to how the Salvatorian Family should live inclusive love.  No 
doubt, this was especially practical in a community that brought together 
people from many nations.  The Founder was especially concerned that 
“love ... should also be like a mother towards her child.  It should be 
true, ready to make sacrifices, patient, attentive, sympathetic, impartial, 
universal, not one-sided, active in word and deed.  It should embrace all.  
If it is not universal ... it will do harm.”24  No nation was to be excluded 
from our mission.  In fact, we were to be on guard “against always striving 
to concentrate there where the best results can be obtained.”25  Inclusive 
love was so important that “if you depart from this spirit you will be 
disregarding the essential nature of the Society.”26  Father Jordan’s words 
in this area deserve our careful meditation for they will help us truly 
understand how we are to live inclusive love and the preferential option 
for the poor today.
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Father Jordan and the Poor

It is interesting to note how, throughout his life, Father Francis called 
himself to a concern for the poor.  His Spiritual Diary gives us some insight 
into this aspect of his spirituality.  It is easy to sense his close identity with 
the poor.  There is no doubt that his simple working class upbringing made 
him especially sensitive to the struggles of the needy.  The boy whose 
family lived on the edge of social acceptance became the man who wrote 
“... be very loving, understanding, and compassionate to the poor, the sick, 
the despised, the abandoned ... never look down upon any person.”27  The 
seminarian who carried a spoon in his pocket in order to eat his charity 
meals at different homes became the priest who urged himself to “Be the 
Father of the Poor”28 and “Break bread for the little ones at least once or 
twice a week...”29  The “little ones” is Jordan’s way of speaking lovingly 
about the poor.  It is not a reference to children exclusively, as some of our 
translations have led us to believe.  Father Jordan knew that he was one of 
God’s poor and it is no surprise that during the early 1880s, as he struggled 
to have the ecclesiastical authorities understand what type of group he 
felt he must found, that he would write the following scriptural quotes in 
his diary, “Where can wisdom be found? (Job 28:12) It cannot be found 
delightfully in the land of the living (Job 13). I thank you, Father, that You 
have hidden these things from the wise and prudent and have revealed 
them to the little ones (Luke 10:21)”30

Early Salvatorian Literature

Of course, we will not find the phrases “inclusive love” and “preferential 
option for the poor” in the works of Father Jordan or in any of the early 
sources of the Salvatorian Family.  These are terms that have grown out 
of presentday attempts to live the values of Gospel.  What we do find in 
both Jordan and our early literature are repeated references to universality, 
universal love and a special concern for God’s “little ones.”  Father Jordan 
records the words of the British Jesuit, Father Peter Faber:  “I suspect that 
we can have no devout lives in the world without some active tending of 
the poor.”31  In 1908, he does the same with the words of the Bishop of 
Linz:  “There is a danger for apostolic Orders that their members avoid 
places where they have (to put up with) greater privations and seek, on the 
contrary, such where they do not have to bear such sacrifices.”32  The need 
of all people to know God burned in the heart of Francis Jordan and he 
knew that this meant touching and being touched by the lives of the poor, 
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even if that was uncomfortable.  In an April 3, 1885 letter to Mother Mary, 
he speaks of the poor as the “favorites of Jesus,” coming remarkably close 
to our modern day terminology.33

The early rules on the apostolate can also shed some light on how the 
Salvatorian mission is to be inclusive.  The well-known 1884 Apostolic 
Rule for the First Order of the Catholic Teaching Society begins by 
making a reference to the “little ones”:  All nations [note the geographical 
inclusivity] are to be taught with a special attention to those who do not 
count socially, culturally and economically, that is, the little ones.34

The Apostolic Rule written for the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching 
Society, also in 1884, is even clearer.  In surprisingly feminine language, 
Father Jordan urges the Sisters to nourish life among the people.  Two 
biblical quotes tell us what that means by linking life, the poor, justice 
and teaching others to be just.  The first, Daniel 12:3, a favorite of Jordan, 
appears in other early texts as well.35  Those who lead others to justice will 
shine like the stars in the heavens.  Those who do justice and lead others to 
do so as well, will last forever and bring glory to God.  The second quote 
used in the rule is from the famous parable in the 25th chapter of Matthew.  
Being compassionate with the very least of our brothers and sisters is what 
the Reign of God is all about.  Salvatorians are to do this in a tender and 
loving way.  We are to be “merciful mothers to the miserable, the sick, the 
poor ...”36  While this was written especially for the women’s branch of the 
Salvatorian Family, we know that Jordan used these same parenting words 
for both the men and the women in the Society.37  His personal experience 
of God’s tender and provident love was so powerful that he often stepped 
over the cultural barriers of paternalism and patriarchy in order to express 
himself.  God’s inclusive love for all is tender and compassionate.  This is 
the experience of God that Salvatorians are called to bring to others.
Early issues of the missionary magazine put out by the Apostolic Teaching 
Society are another insightful resource for us in the area of universality 
and inclusive love.  In the very first issue, September 1881,38 immediately 
after a brief explanation of the purpose of the Apostolic Teaching Society, 
the reader is taken on an imaginary trip around the world.  This trip is 
not a first class tourist trip to see the scenic sights but rather an invitation 
to touch the reality of our suffering world.  As readers, we are invited to 
allow our eyes to be filled and our hearts to be moved with the needs of 
God’s people.  The description is graphic and ends by confirming that 
God’s saving love includes all of these situations and persons.  The lens of 
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the author is God’s inclusive love and the reader is invited to live out that 
same kind of love.

Mother Mary and the Poor

Mother Mary’s childhood experience is in direct contrast with that of 
Father Jordan.  She grew up with the comfortable, though not opulent, 
wealth of the rural aristocracy.  Her parents, especially her mother, fostered 
a dedication to “piety and works of charity” in her and her sisters.39  We 
find traces of her concern for the poor in the poetry she wrote as a young 
woman.  At 21 she wrote Song of a Sister of Charity in which “she speaks 
of her compassion for the suffering, the poor ... all who are afflicted.  She 
lets us know her thoughts, even illusions, as well as her aspirations, aims, 
and motives.  She expresses doubts and fears that enter her mind but 
overcomes them with her purposefulness and vision:  to be for others.  She 
weaves these themes together into a beautiful melody over a contrapuntal 
bass of scriptural themes.”40  One of those scripture references is Mt 25:40 
which, as we saw above, Father Jordan used thirty years later when he 
wrote the Rule of the Apostolate for the Sisters.  Mother Mary’s love was 
already being drawn toward inclusivity as she wrote, “I already seem 
to hear the piteous cries of those dear afflicted ones. ... From now on, I 
will suffer everything for my God and for others ... the mass of poor and 
suffering. ...”41

As Mother Mary’s vocation matured and the Salvatorian charism was 
brought to birth in her by God’s Spirit, she was drawn toward a deeper 
understanding of God’s inclusive love.  Universality was always a 
fundamental part of her sense of mission.  She would faithfully walk with 
the Founder through the misunderstandings that would arise in this area 
over the years.  She eagerly formed the young members in a spirit of self-
sacrifice that would reach out across the globe to the poor Khasis villagers 
in North East India and the sick immigrants in Milwaukee, USA, as well 
as to the abandoned aged men of Rome.42  Her apostolic concern for the 
poor and needy was well-known to the Sisters.43

Original Core Group as a Sign of Inclusive Love

The membership of the original core group of Jordan’s Apostolic Teaching 
Society shows us how inclusive his vision really was.  He dreamed of 
a mixed group of apostles hastening throughout the world to evangelize 
all.44  What was important to him was the zeal and fire in the heart of these 
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apostles.  The nationality, gender, class, church status or race of the person 
was secondary.  It would not be stretching the image to say that Father 
Jordan’s core group was as motley and diversified as Jesus’ banquet table.  
The second and third degrees of the Society only added to its richness.  
Bernard Lüthen’s 1881 pamphlet on the Apostolic Teaching Society states 
that it was to “fill with the fire of enthusiasm for their vocation all the 
teaching forces that are already active in the Church of God and aid them 
in the fulfilling of their calling ... it would unite, sanctify and imbue with 
apostolic spirit all of these factors of the Catholic teaching office.”45  He 
captured the compelling vigor of the dream in the last paragraphs of the 
brochure.  Everyone is called to join together in holy covenant so that 
God’s Reign truly happens.46

This was the dream, the vision.  However, we know that in a very short 
time ecclesiastical bureaucrats, who were in the process of organizing 
canon law and especially religious life, began to create difficulties in its 
coming to birth.  They were unable to catch what the Spirit was trying to 
say to the Church and the world through the “refreshing breeze”47 of the 
new group.  Father Jordan and all the early members, especially his closest 
collaborators, Father Lüthen and Mother Mary, suffered very much from 
this.  The historical context of nineteenth century Europe and the often 
defensive position of the Church contributed much to ecclesiastical wariness 
of any new idea.48  Today we also realize that the breadth of Jordan’s 
vision fell victim to the ongoing tension between institution and charism 
in the life of the Church.  It was a time of institutional reorganization, and 
new ideas that were still searching for clear expression stood little chance 
of formal approbation.
A June 6, 1882 report submitted by a Dominican, Raimondo Bianchi, 
shows a complete lack of openness on the part of the institution to a group 
that would reflect the diversity of God’s inclusive love.49  It was simply 
unimaginable to include women and men who could be lay, religious or 
ordained priests all in the same group at the same level of membership.  
This was not acceptable.  It upset the clear categories that defined the 
differences between persons in the Church.  In his report, Father Bianchi 
gives us a new colorful image for the diversity desired by the Founder when 
he derisively calls the Salvatorian Family “a type of Noah’s Ark.”50  It is 
clear from the report that the diversity of Noah’s ark was an unacceptable 
model for any Church group.  Saint Paul’s words “We are all collaborators 
and helpers of the Lord Himself” receive two exclamation points in the 
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report because they are applied to the equal possibility of women and men 
being apostles.51  In a later paragraph, Bianchi goes on to question what 
can be said about using Saint Paul’s words this way.  He finds it totally 
unacceptable that the Founder wishes to give women an apostolate and 
admit them to the core group of the Society.  He and Catherine of Siena 
hold no weight with him for they “are extremely rare exceptions to the 
normal female condition.”  Bianchi was convinced that the inclusion of 
women in the Society would “create serious trouble and danger.”52

From this we can see that it was precisely the inclusivity of the membership 
to which Bianchi objected.  He, like the Pharisees who heard Jesus’ parable 
of the banquet, was unable to imagine things differently than they were.  
In Francis Jordan, the Spirit hoped to bring to birth a group that more 
closely reflected God’s inclusive love in its membership and apostolic 
thrust.  Father Jordan would continue to try to be faithful to this gift of the 
Spirit that burned within him no matter what obstacles he encountered.  
However, it soon became clear that in order to move ahead at all, he would 
have to set aside his dream that lay people be full members of the first 
grade of the Society.  We also know the troubled history of the foundation 
of the women’s branch.  It would definitively come into being only in 1888 
largely due to the ongoing faithfulness of Mother Mary.  Throughout these 
sufferings, Jordan’s diary continues to reflect the inclusivity of his vision.  
Immediately after the first group of sisters was taken away from him in 
1885, he writes, “I had the right intention when I resolved to establish 
and promote the Sisters’ Institute.”53  Almost immediately afterwards we 
find the words, “Every day pray most earnestly to God and to the most 
holy Virgin and do not cease, in order that you may offer to your beloved 
Bridegroom, Jesus Christ, a large family of both sexes, pleasing and 
acceptable to God, numerous as the sands of the sea and as the stars of the 
sky. ...”54  Despite the setbacks he would “ ... go quietly forward trusting 
in the Lord. ...”55  From this ongoing struggle we can see Father Jordan’s 
sense that the Salvatorian Family was meant not only to talk about who 
God is but was also to show God’s inclusive love by the very composition 
of its membership.

Conclusion

There are other interesting areas that need to be pursued in this reflection 
linking universality, inclusive love and the preferential option for the poor 
in our Salvatorian tradition.  For instance, the Salvatorian tendency to 
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take up mission areas rejected by other groups, as well as Father Jordan’s 
insistence that poverty never be the prohibitive factor in receiving 
candidates.  These and other areas will have to be left to another time.  My 
hope is that what has been developed here will begin a line of reflection 
that others in the Salvatorian Family will develop more fully.
As we enter the Third Christian Millennium, our world is in ever greater 
need of inclusive love.  Salvatorian universality has something to say to 
our human race which seems to be slipping deeper and deeper into racial 
prejudice, ethnic war and class conflict.  Through our Salvatorian Charism, 
God’s Spirit is urging us as a Salvatorian Family to break through the 
conscious and unconscious barriers that keep people isolated from one 
another.  Salvatorians are invited to picture God’s feast day table with its 
rich diversity of celebrants.  We are challenged to build our lives on the 
belief that all people are our sisters and brothers, for they are all beloved 
children of our God.  Inclusive love, which reaches out with prophetic 
courage and loving tenderness to the “little ones” who have been excluded, 
is at the heart of the grace we have been given.  Will we choose to live this 
deeper meaning of our universality?  It is up to us.  The challenge is before 
us.  Do we dare live out our Salvatorian Charism in a way that will make 
a difference in our world?  Let us urge one another to make our lives as a 
Salvatorian Family a resounding “yes” to this question.
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